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SOUTH CAROLINA HELICOPTERS, I ~C. 

Zack Kiggins of Hughes Tool Company Aircraft Division presents 
Les Hembel with the Authorized Service Center Sign designating 
South Carolina Helicopters, Inc. a5 the first Hughes Authorized 
Service Center for the Model 500 turbine powered helicopter. 
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Maintaining its position as the helicopter center of the South East, 
South Carolina Helicopters, Inc. of Saluda, S.C., was appointed in 
February, 1970, as a field service center for the new Hughes Model 
500 turbine powered helicopter. The appointment of the local firm 
was the first to be made by the Hughes Tool Company, except for its 
own Service Center in Los Angeles. The company's President, Les 
Hembel and its Superintendent of Maintenance, Voigt Corley completed 
the fac t ory school in Los Ange l es during January of 1970 to meet 
t he personnel r equi rements f or the appointment. 

The special tools and spare parts required t o service the 150 
mile an hour 5-place executive helicopter have arrived at the company's 
FAA approved Repair Station # 5348 at Saluda, South Carol ina and the 
company reports that several inspections have already been carried 
out. Becker Sand & Gravel Company of Cheraw, South Carolina, brought 
the first Model 500 helicopter into the area several months ago. 

A second Model 500 Hughes was flown from the factory to South 
Carolina last week when Maxey Hicks, Pilot for Sharpe Construction 
Company of Turbeville , South Carolina, and Les Hembel of South 
Carolina Helicopters made the cross country flight in about 15 hours 
flying time. Les reports that this is a far cry from the day when 
he flew his first 2-place helicopter from Los Angeles to Charleston 
O' l a flight that required almost 40 hours flying time. This was 
s~ven years ago, in 1963. At that time he was credited with the 
fir st coast to coas t flight ever made by helicopter. 

Though commer cial deliver ies star ted only a few months ago, 
t he Model 500 helicopter has bee n well tested and proven by its 
military counterpart in Viet Nam. The OH6A Cayuse has been in ser vice 
in Viet Nam for about three years and over a thousand of these fas t 
maneuverable helicopters have been performing combat duty at the 
fighting front. 

AOPA REGIONAL RALLY 

The first AOPA Regional Rally begins with a delicious luncheon 
at 12:00 noon, Saturday, May 2, held at Stevens Aviation. Come 
Saturday morning to see the industry exhibits, then attend the AOPA 
luncheon. You'll have an opportunity to meet other pilots and their 
wives, compare notes on the new aviation products and enjoy an 
informal "hangar flying" session. Luncheon tickets will be $2.50 
per person. 

Following the luncheon, you won't want to miss the AOPA Air 
Safety Seminar, conducted by a panel of nationally renowned aviation 
experts. The Air Safety Seminar program is designed to make sure 
you are thoroughly informed on vital in-flight/on-ground air safety 
problems and techniques. 
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FEDEI\AL AVIATION ADMINISTRATION 

IFR PILOT EXAM-O-GRAM• NO. !I 

IFR Weight and Balance Computations 
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Moment m 
Applicants preparing for the instrument pilot written examination should be familiar 
with weight and balance computations as they pertain to instrument flight. Although 
weight and balance is a prime consideration for every flight, instrument conditions 
make the consequences of improper loading particularly unsafe. If the total weight of 
the aircraft is beyond the maximum limit, there is an increase in stalling and landing 
speeds as well as a decrease in rate of climb, ceiling, and safety factor in turbulent 
air. If the center of gravity is located outside of allowable limits, the stability of the 
airplane may be affected and control forces may be erratic. Any of these adverse 
flight conditions add to the burden imposed on a busy pilot in an instrument environment. 

When preparing for an instrument flight, the pilot should systematically check the 
weight and balance situation as part of his preflight planning. He should take into 
consideration: 

1. Empty weight and center of gravity from airplane records. 
2. Actual weights and seating locations of pilot and passengers. 
3. Baggage weight and location. 
4. Fuel as loaded, or at least a minimum to fly: 

a. To first airport of intended landing. 
b. To alternate (if required by FAR 91. 83). 
c. Forty-five minutes at normal cruising speed. 

He should apply this information to the charts, tables or instructions in the Airplane 
Owner's Manual. If limitations are not exceeded, he can conduct a safe operation. If 
the loading is over maximum design weight or out of allowable center of gravity range, 
an adjustment must be m:1de in order to maintain safe operations. 

A typical weight and balance problem found in the Instrument Pilot Written Examination, 
or on an actual Instrument Flight, is presented here as an example. 

• Exam·O·Grame are non-directive ln nature and I.J'e 
taeued .olely u an lnformatloa Hnlce to lndtvtdualli 
tntereeted tn Airman Written Examinations. 
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Assume that you are planning a flight in a light twin-engine airplane and that your load 
consists of four passengers, full fuel, and 360 lbs. of baggage. The weight and balance 
computations for this flight may be approached and solved as follows: 

A. Check the limitations in the AffiPLANE OWNER'S MANUAL 

. oWNERS MANUAL· 

-37.0" 
PILOT SEAT 

PILOT " co- s sEAT -37.0 
OR pAS . 7'' 

Ts -71. 
ss sEA " 2 PA · ATS -105.0 

2 PASS- SL_rt 

~~g~ 

LIMITATIONS 

MAX. ALLOWABLE WT. 

C·G·LIMITS- 5,100 lbs 
us 35·d -431" ABLE FUE . 

130 l.AT -35 0" 
OOI.MA)( Sib . 

OIL ~Pergal. 
AT 35" 24qts. 7 5 · · lbs- n 1 BAGGAGE .• a. 
AT 630" 

NACELLES 2001~ s. 

B. Determine the Empty Weight and the Empty Weight Center of Gravity from 
the latest weight and balance report in the Airplane's Records . 

~~ 
vv 

EMPrY WEIGID' 3450 lbs . 
EMPrY WEIGID' CENTER OF GRAVITY 36 . 5" f r om da tum 

·~ 

C. Determine if the Maximum Allowable Weight is exceeded: 

Empty weight 
Pilot & passenger 
Two passengers 
One passenger 
Baggage, Nacelles 
Baggage, Aft Cabin 
Fuel 
Oil 

15) + /b'i ~ 
IIOo + 2.oc .. J.W 
llC .fL&I 

9-'f!JO 
2>20 
%0 
i/0 
2co 
i(;O 
:7£C 

'-i!; 
5" 'f fS ~- .J.1M 

The maximum allowable weight limit of 5100 lbs. is exceeded by 385 lbs. This condition 
must be corrected before flight and before a check can be made on the center of gravity 
location. There are three parts of the useful load which can be off-loaded to reduce 
weight--fuel, baggage, or passengers. The selection of one or several of these possi
bilities depends upon the requirements for the flight. 

If conditions are such that all passengers and their baggage need to go on the flight, you 
can carefully calculate your fuel requirements and reduce the fuel load to the minimum 
required by FAR 91. 23. 



FUEL REQUffiED FOR IFR FLIGHT 

TO THE FffiST AffiPORT OF INTENDED LANDING 
TO THE ALTERNATE AffiPORT 

(Assume ceilings are low at first airport) 
TO FLY 45 MINUTES AT CRUISING SPEED 

J/3 ~
a.1 ~ 

~0 ~ 
'jO ~-
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You can reduce the fuel load to 90 gal., a reduction of 240 lbs. This helps, but it is not 
enough. Now you must insist that either some of the baggage be off-loaded or someone 
stay home. For the sake of the problem, let's assume that you remove 145 lbs. of 
baggage from the nacelles. The total weight is thereby reduced 385 lbs. , bringing the 
airplane weight within the maximum allowable limit. 

D. Determine if the Center of Gravity is within limits. Although many Owner's 
Manuals provide short-cut methods, Center of Gravity can always be calculated by 
dividing total moments by total weight. Moments are a product of weight times arm 
.for each item, and the arm is an indication of the location of the item expressed in 
inches from a standard datum line. Using the arms given in the owner's manual and 
the weights calculated in step C above you obtain: 

ITEM WEIGHT (lbs.) X ARM (in.) = MOMENTS 

Empty weight J '/SO 3~.5 I:J.5'1ot5.0 

Pilot & passenger 3~0 37 . 0 11~<1o.o 

Two passengers 3"0 . 7/ . 1 .;r.S% 1~. o 
One passenger I 7 0 105.0 17S5o.o 
Baggage (Nacelles) 55 ~.3. 0 3'/lJ.S.o 
Baggage (Aft cabin) /too I :).1/ • 0 I 9 i 4 0·0 
Fuel 5 ~0 35.0 I & ~ oo. 0 
Oil ';1.5 3.5 151.~ 

5 I 00 .2~ ?J'7 ~'J. 5 

CENTER OF GRAVITY ;;J ~3 7 8 'I. 5 ...;- 5 I 00 == 43. gg 

Out of limits again! These calculations show that the center of gravity is located . 78" 
behind the aft limit, and an unsafe flight condition exists. 

You can make a correction by moving some of the heavier loads to relatively forward 
locations. This can be accomplished by having the passengers swap seats or by moving 
some baggage to forward compartments. In this case, we assume that you elect to 
shift 145 lbs . of baggage from the aft cabin to the nacelles; now, the moments for these 
items are: 

Baggage (Nacelles) 
Baggage (Aft Cabin) 

WEIGHT 

~00 

15 

ARM 

p.o 
1:24.0 

MOMENTS 

'~"oo.o 
t<Jtpo.o 

When these new moments are used in the calculations, we find that the total moments 
have changed to 214944. 5, even though the total weight remained constant at 5100 lbs. 

CENTER OF GRAVITY ~ I 1 '1 tf4 . 5 + 5 I 0 0 -= lfJ,. 15 

--WITHIN LIMITS!!--

..... 
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I'he weight and balance problem for the flight has been solved--and a dangerous flight 
:ondition has been averted. By carefully limiting fuel to that required for the flight 
md by proper placement of the baggage, all limitations have been observed. All 
passengers can go on the flight, and you are assured that, as far as weight and balance 
is concerned, your preflight action will result in a safe IFR flight. 

PROFILE OF A PILOT -- DECEASED! 

If every pilot could be made aware of the following facts and took 
appropriate measures to avoid falling into these various categories, 
the needless weather type fatal accident could all but be eliminated. 
Here is a profile of this type of pilot: 

The weather-involvement, fatal accident pilot is a VFR type, 
between the ages of 30 and 50, affluent enough to own or rent a reasonably 
late model aircraft and has between 50 and 1000 flying hours. In most 
instances, he holds a Private Pilot certificate >vith Airplane single
engine land ratings. He may even be an unsupervised student pilot who 
no longer sees a necessity for dual instruction and has neglected to 
take the appropriate FAA written examination and flight test. His 
accident will occur during a business or personal pleasure flight; he 
will be one of the 68% in his group who fails to take the time to 
receive any sort of weather briefing. Only 16% of his group actually 
go to the Flight Service Station or Weather Bureau for a thorough 
briefing. Only 40% of his group will bother to file a flight plan. It 
will be his FIRST accident - and it will most likely happen on his 
trip home, on a Friday, Saturday, or Sunday, during daylight hours in 
August, November, December, or January in a single engine aircraft. 
Some sort of precipitation will be occurring with low ceilings-low 
visibility. 

It will be his LAST accident! 
The only thing he may take consolation in is that there is a 99% 

possibility he and the innocent passengers he takes with him will be 
buried on a clear day, in gorgeous VFR weather conditions, by a level
headed, clear thinking minister, and he will be mourned by his family 
and friends who believed the accident was caused by the horrible 
element "WEATHER" - or that "flying machine" - not "Old Joe" - he 
was an excellent pilot! 

AL MILANA, FAA 
Accident Prevention Specialist 

SURFACE WINDS 

With its engines idling while taxiing or waiting for takeoff 
clearance, a Boeing super jetliner 747 creates a 60-knot breeze at 
a distance of 100 feet to the rear of the plane. 



MIDLANDS EXPANDS 

Midland Aviation Corporation 
of Owens Field, Columbia, South 
Carolina, has moved into offices 
formerly oc cupied by the South 
Carolina Aeronautics Commission. 
Jim Hamilton, top left, President 
of Midlands is to be congradulated 
on the progress is company has 
made at Owens Field. Midlands 
now provides complete aviation 
service. \olarren Kurtze, top right, 
is Director of the Flight School 
which is approved by the VA and 
the FAA and includes ground 
school and and all ratings. Bill 
Slaughter, lower left, Mainten
ance Supervisor, has an AI rating 
and is also ATR rated. His 
maintenance experience plus flying 
experience make him eminently 
qualified to head the maintenance 
department. Ron Marze, lower 
right, Head of the Radio Depart
ment, has many years experience 
in the electronic field. The 
Radio Department provides full 
avionics sales and service. 

When you have the opportunity, 
stop in and see Jim in his new 
operation. 

AOPA FLIGHT TRAINING CLINIC 
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Pine Mountain, Georgia, 2500 acres of vacation paradise, will 
be the site of the Fifth Annual AOPA Flight Training Clinic and 
Special Courses program. Cosponsoring the event will be Callaway 
Gardens and Airline Aviation Academy of Griffin, Georgia. 

Headquarters for the Clinic will be the Holiday Inn, .Callaway 
Gardens, Pine Mountain, Georgia. Registration will take place at 
the Inn on Friday, May 8 (8 a.m. for Written Courses, S-7 p.m. for 
Flight Training Courses). 

' 
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Ruby Guinn of Thermal Belt Air Service was the hostess for the 
March meeting of the Carolinas 99's at Greenville, March 14, 1970. 
Those attending were left to right, Louise ¥fuite (guest), Elizabeth 
Hamilton, Louise Smith, Ruby Guinn, Frances Miller, Sylvia Roth, Sue 
Overton, Nancy \Vren, and Barbara 0 1 Conner (guest). 

Thermal Belt has a vancancy for an A~P mechanic. 


